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Welcome to DAIAD!
Introduction

DAIAD organizes its first Open Water Day, an open event celebrating
bottom-up participation and social innovation for improving water
efficiency
DAIAD is a research project funded by the European Union tackling a significant challenge
for sustainability and the well-being of our society. We want to improve the way we use
and reuse water, and increase individual and collective awareness for water efficiency.
And we approach this challenge from a novel perspective.

Our vision is to democratize water consumption monitoring!
We believe that every day consumers, given simple tools to monitor and understand their
water consumption, can succeed in reducing their water use, while also influencing
others to do so.
DAIAD brings together researchers from Big Data, Internet of Things, and Social sciences to
materialize this vision. We develop technologies empowering consumers to self-induce
sustainable changes in their water use.

Join us in one of the many sessions of our Open Water Day!
There is something for everyone, whether you are an active citizen, student,

researcher, developer, NGO member, or a utility. You will have a unique
opportunity to learn about DAIAD, experiment with our technologies, and explore how you
can be part of our vision.

Programme
When

What

DAIAD hands-on (10:00 – 15:00)
Open session

Hands-on experience with our water sensor
and mobile applications. A member of our
team will be available all day to explain in
5min how DAIAD works, answer your
questions, and get your feedback.

Student visits: (10:00-11:00)
Registration required

DAIAD - The Big Picture (11:00 –
12:00)
Open session
Designing Interventions for
Sustainability (12:00-13:00)
Registration required
Open Hardware for water
sensing: (12:00 – 13:00)
Registration required
Water monitoring: Retail and
Manufacturing opportunities
(13:00-14:00)
Registration required
Cleanweb and Mobile apps for
Water (13:00-14:00)
Registration required

Who

Open for everyone - no need to make a
reservation!
Whether you are student, consumer,
researcher, NGO member or simply
curious, please join us. It’s a unique
experience to witness and experiment with
a disrupting technology
Introduction to water sustainability! We will Registration required
teach students why water is important, how We can accommodate up to two student
they can use water responsibly, and let
groups (ages 12-17 or 18-23) with 15-25
them freely experiment with DAIAD
members in two 30-minute courses. Each
prototypes.
group must be accompanied by one
teacher or steward.
Presentation of the DAIAD vision of applying Open for everyone - no need to make a
bottom-up, open participation and social
reservation!
innovation for sustainable water use and
We especially encourage participation from
raising awareness.
active citizens, citizen associations, NGOs,
utilities, and policy makers.
Training and brainstorming session for
Registration required
interventions designed to induce
Join us if you are a UI/UX designer, graphic
sustainable changes in water consumption. designer, industrial designer, or a creative
individual. Remember to bring your sketchpads and ideas!
Training and brainstorming session for
Registration required
developing open hardware projects that
Join us if you are an open hardware
focus on water sensing
aficionado, hardware expert, or tinkerer.
Training and discussion session exploring
retail and OEM exploitation opportunities
for our unique energy-autarkic, networked,
miniaturized water sensor

Registration required
Join us if you are a retail or distributor of
ICT or home products. Also, we welcome
OEMs and manufacturers of water fixtures
and irrigation products.

Training and brainstorming session focused
on cleanweb applications integrating water
sensing and efficient water use.

Registration required
Join us if you are a web/mobile developer
or a start-up in the mobile gaming, smart
home, or activity tracking domain.

Student Visits
10:00 -11:00 - Regi stra tion required

Most of us consider water as a perishable resource. This is understandable since we have limited
means to associate our own water use with its actual impact. As a result it is difficult to grasp the true
value of water, its status as a human right, and our collective responsibility to preserve it.
DAIAD wants to change this. The tools we develop convey a deep understanding of our water use,
motivate us to act responsibly, change our habits, and establish what we describe as a sense of
“water ownership”.
Children is where our efforts can have the greatest impact! If we empower a new generation with a
heightened sense of awareness and responsibility, we invest in our future and sustainable water use
for generations to come. This is why DAIAD focuses on mobile phones, social media and gamification
to convey the message of efficient water use. These are mediums the youth understand and use
every day.

This session is one the best ways to teach your students about
sustainability and efficient water use!
First, we will answer the basic questions: why is water important? How can we help? After that, all
students will have a hands-on experience with our DAIAD prototypes, experiencing how their water
use translates to environmental impact.
By the way, we also want to learn from you! We will request feedback from your students. Do they like
our mobile phone application? Do they find it easy to use? Any comment will be extremely useful for
our research.
We can accommodate up to two student groups (ages 12-17 or 18-23) with 15-25 members in two
30-minute courses. Please express your interest at daiad.eu/joi n .
And don’t forget, you can combine your visit with a tour of the amazing Technopolis, a vibrant place
where technology, arts, and fun come together!

DAIAD – The Big Picture
11:00 -12:00 – Open Session

DAIAD is an ambitious research project, with potentially great impact for sustainable water use. We
bring together researchers from computer science, behavioral psychology, economy, and social
sciences to completely overhaul the way we use, interact, and understand our water consumption.
In this session we will not focus on technical details or buzzwords. Instead, we would like to share with
you our vision and invite you to support it. We will visit the challenge of sustainable water use, how it
materializes as a threat for societies world-wide, and what are the limitations of our current efforts.
We will then explore DAIAD’s novel approach, founded on bottom-up social innovation. Instead of treating
consumers as targets for awareness actions and campaigns, we want to empower them as the driving
force for change. We believe that every day consumers, given simple tools to monitor and understand
their water consumption, can succeed in reducing their water use, while also influencing other to do so!
If we achieve in bringing our vision to life, this could result to:
- Annual savings of 8.500 liters of drinking water
and waste-water from a single household
- Annual energy savings up to 440KWh (and
associated CO2 emissions) from a single
household
- Self-induced and sustained changes in water
consumption behavior
- Increased awareness for efficient water use and
reuse, as well as for broader sustainability issues
- Network effects in the entire water value chain,
reducing the costs required to ensure access to
water

A 30-minute open discussion will follow, where DAIAD members will be available to
answer any questions you may have.
This session is open to everyone! We especially welcome active citizens, students, researchers, policy
makers, utilities, NGOs, as well as anyone involved in the water value chain. There is no need to make a
reservation, but seats are limited

Designing Interventions for Sustainability
12:00 -13:00 – Regi stra tion required

Our vision on how to engage consumers in efficient water use is quite different from the norm. Instead of
enforcement, increased prices, tedious repetition, or unfocused dissemination, we believe that consumers
can teach themselves!
Consider an activity tracker, monitoring your training
progress, nudging you to train harder, and motivating
you to keep your fitness regime. Think of how you can
share your achievements with others, gain rewards,
inspiration and motivation from your friends. This is
exactly what we want to do for water consumption!
Monitoring water use with our novel water sensor is
one thing. But how do you turn this data into
actionable knowledge, feedback and stimuli, in order
to enable consumers to self-induce changes in their
water use? It is all about good design!
We will share with you the ideas, sketches, and prototypes we have for conveying knowledge and stimuli
about water use. We will shortly discuss the foundational theory we apply from psychology, sociology,
economics, and UI/UX. This will give a better idea of how and why consumers react to stimuli. Just think of
the different determinants affecting water use: price, age, income, or weather. Similarly, consider the
driving motivators for behavioral change and attracting attention for various consumer groups: children,
early adopters, data-freaks, or small families.

After that, the floor is yours! Let’s brainstorm on novel means to visualize water
consumption, provide feedback, and engage consumers towards using water responsibly.
Bring your sketch-pads and inspiration with you!
Participation in this session is by invitation only and limited at most to 10 individuals. Please express your
interest at daiad.eu/joi n

Open Hardware for Water Sensing
12:00 -13:00 – Regi stra tion required

In DAIAD we have developed a miniaturized water sensor that can measure water flow and temperature
without requiring a battery or power connection. It is what we call energy-autarkic. Think of it as a smallscale hydro-electric power facility! As water flows, the sensor also generates power. And it doesn’t stop
there. The sensor integrates Bluetooth 4.0, enabling anyone to constantly monitor the water flow. We have
integrated this sensor in an actual product, Amphiro b1, enabling anyone to turn their showerhead into an
intelligent smart home product.
Think you can do better than us? Perhaps have a few novel ideas and drive to implement them? Are you a
hardware tinkerer? This session is for you!
First, we will walk you through the water sensor, its packaging, and I/O requirements. This will give you a
chance to see it in action and get a feel of its capabilities and potential. Also, we will have with us an
Arduino-based prototyping platform we use for development.

After that, the floor is yours! Let’s brainstorm on open hardware projects using
our water sensor. We have a few ideas ourselves:
•3D printing water fixtures. Can you design and build water fixtures that integrate the
water sensor? Starting from showerheads and moving on to faucets, can you think and
build a better way for packaging the sensor and delivering a new product?
•Smart faucets. You may have seen those great water faucets with integrated LEDs that
color the water based on its temperature? Well, these require batteries or a constant
power source. We do not though! Can you come up with a similar product idea based on
our sensor?
•Smart irrigation. Water used for irrigation, either in our gardens or for agriculture, is
also important to monitor. Our water sensor has the potential to be integrated in all sorts
of similar products and accurately monitor where and why water is used.
•Off-grid micro-power generation. Picture yourself in the wilderness with no electrical
power available, but only access to running water. Or perhaps a remote weather station.
Why use an expensive solar panel when you can have your own water-based energy
source?
Participation in this session is by invitation only and limited at most to 10 individuals. Please express your
interest at daiad.eu/joi n

Water Monitoring: Retail and Manufacturing
opportunities
13:00 -14:00 – Regi stra tion required
DAIAD introduces an entirely new line of retail products providing personal water monitoring services.
Consumers are already familiar with activity trackers, smart home automation, smart energy strips, as well
as several others devices for monitoring their energy use. This growing family of products is readily
available through retail channels and supported by key players in the Web and mobile landscape.
The water monitor sensor we develop is already a
commercially available product (amphiro a1, b1),
with 20.000+ early adopters. Its patented design and
innovative R&D, establish it as the first product in the
personal water monitoring market, with an unparallel
competitive edge. During this session, we will
provide you with a unique opportunity to explore our
current and future product offerings, discuss our
pricing schemes and revenue streams, and discuss
commercialization opportunities for the retail
market.
Our miniaturized water sensor is also available for OEM applications and integration in other products. We
have designed it in a versatile, self-sustained, and standards-compliant manner to support a plethora of
applications. Its core capabilities in terms on energy-autarkic operation (no batteries, no power source),
water flow/temperature sensing, and multiple RF options (Bluetooth, ZigBee) can provide intelligence into
any water-related product. Even a simple showerhead can turn into a smart IoT-enabled product, providing
added value to consumers, strong engagement, and increased profit margins.

In this session we will showcase the OEM version of our water sensor, its capabilities,
packaging requirements, and licensing models. We are especially interested in integration
opportunities for water fixtures (bathroom, kitchen) and irrigation (domestic, agricultural).
Participation in this session is by invitation only and limited at most to 10 individuals. Please express your
interest at daiad.eu/joi n .

Cleanweb and Mobile Apps for Water
13:00 -14:00 – Regi stra tion required

The cleanweb is a relatively recent and rapidly growing market segment, attracting interest and funding
worldwide. In a nutshell, the cleanweb includes any application or service that applies the Web in order to
improve resource consumption. So on the one hand we have web and mobile developers and on the other
hand a clear goal for improving resource use. What brings them together is a specific business model.
Some examples of cleanweb companies might surprise you!
A car-sharing mobile application belongs in the cleanweb,
since it improves the way we use automobile resources.
Another one is a smart thermostat, proving better use of
energy heating for a household.

Well, water is also a resource! The potential to
devise new cleanweb business models and
services focused on improving the way we use
and reuse water is there to be harnessed.
This section will serve as an introduction to the water lifecycle, providing you with an understanding of all
water stakeholders, their challenges, and needs. While in DAIAD we focus on consumers, cleanweb
applications can engage utilities, smart home ecosystems, the public sector, and anyone else with a direct
(or indirect) interest from improving water use. In the following, we will turn our attention to consumers and
present our related work in DAIAD. We will discuss how you can harness data from our smart water
monitor in your applications, the types of interventions and gamification means we explore, the APIs
available from DAIAD to third-party developers, and our plans for the immediate future.

After that, the floor is yours! Let’s brainstorm on ideas for new cleanweb apps leveraging
water consumption data. And also, let’s discuss how we can help you in turning your idea
to an actual product.
Participation in this session is by invitation only and limited at most to 10 individuals. Please express your
interest at daiad.eu/joi n .
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